G-rich regions have the potential to form G4 DNA upon replication, which can lead to genomic instability. FANCJ, a G4 DNA helicase, has been shown to be critical for the stability of regions that match the G4 signature motif by experiments analyzing its nematode homolog.
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DNA has considerable potential to form structures other than canonical Watson-Crick duplexes, and this can contribute to genomic instability. An example of such a structure is the triplet repeat, which forms a hairpin structure in vitro and which, in living cells, can undergo sequence expansion that manifests as neurodegenerative disease [1] . Guanine (G)-rich DNA also has structural potential and readily forms G4 DNA (also called G-quadruplex DNA), in which guanines joined in G-quartets stabilize interactions between four DNA strands [2, 3] . The signature motif that predicts G4-DNA formation is four tracts of three guanines that may be separated by other bases: G 3 N x G 3 N x G 3 N x G 3 . Increased tract length and G-richness increases the number of Gs available to join G-quartets and the probability of G4-DNA formation, enabling a single sequence to form polymorphic structures of surprising variety [2, 3] .
G4 DNA can form when the DNA duplex undergoes transient denaturation during the course of replication (Figure 1 ) or transcription. G4 DNA is predicted to block replication and, thus, cause genomic instability unless somehow repaired. An exciting report by Kruisselbrink et al. [4] , in a recent issue of Current Biology, now demonstrates that the Caenorhabditis elegans dog-1 gene is critical for the stability of G-rich genomic regions. The dog-1 (deletion of guanine-rich regions) gene encodes a DEAH family helicase shown to be necessary for the stability of mononucleotide G tracts [5] . Using reporter constructs that allow direct visualization of cells that harbor destabilized tracts within whole animals, Kruisselbrink et al. [4] confirmed that result and showed that instability occurs both early and late in the worm's life cycle.
Interrogating a custom array bearing the entire arm of one chromosome as well as a variety of sequences with structural potential (matches to the G4 signature, repeats, palindromes, telomeric DNA) revealed that only sequences that conform to the G4 signature are unstable in dog-1 mutants. Instability was proportional to tract length and G-richness. Thus, dog-1 directs a G4 repair pathway that is critical to genomic stability. Other repair pathways appeared not to contribute to the stability of G-rich regions, consistent with a previous genetic analysis [6] .
Interest in DOG-1 has been fueled by the recent report from Rose, Boulton and collaborators [7] that C. elegans dog-1 is the homolog of human FANCJ. FANCJ is a member of one of 13 complementation groups associated with Fanconia anemia, a human genetic disease characterized by bone marrow failure, genomic instability, predisposition to cancer and developmental anomalies [8, 9] . Even more recently, purified recombinant human FANCJ was shown to unwind G4 DNA in vitro, acting as a 5 0 /3 0 helicase [10] . This activity provides the biochemical and human correlate for the genetic analysis in worms. Figure 1 proposes a simplified model for replication-associated G4 DNA repair, building upon the relationship between two pairs of C. elegans and human homologs -DOG-1 and FANCJ, and HIM-6 and BLM. G4-DNA unwinding by FANCJ would relieve the block to replication, and allow a stalled fork to proceed. Deletions characterized in dog-1 mutants extend 5 0 of the G-rich region, with a median length of about half that of an Okazaki fragment, suggesting that the 5 0 deletion boundary falls at or near the replication origin [4] , as shown (Figure 1, left) . As an alternative to G4-DNA unwinding, specialized homologous recombination machinery could intervene [6, 11] , consistent with participation of the Fanconia anemia (FA) pathway in repair of interstrand crosslinks [8, 9] ; or FANCJ could recruit other factors to bypass the lesion. Nonetheless, unwinding is a straightforward mechanism for the elimination of G4 DNA, and one that has been clearly defined in biochemical terms.
Human BLM helicase, a RecQ family helicase, also unwinds G4 DNA [12] . The C. elegans homolog of BLM is HIM-6. Genetic analysis has shown that, while G-rich regions are not unstable in him-6 mutant animals, they are several-fold more unstable in dog-1; him-6 double mutants than in dog-1 single mutants [6] . Thus, HIM-6 (BLM) provides a secondary repair pathway that is active when DOG-1 (FANCJ) is absent but unnecessary in wild-type animals. In humans, another RecQ family member, WRN helicase, unwinds G4 DNA [13, 14] and is active at G-rich telomeres [15] .
The model in Figure 1 suggests an explanation for why FANCJ (DOG-1) and not BLM (HIM-6) may dominate replicative repair of G4 DNA. FANCJ and BLM both require single-stranded DNA tails to initiate unwinding but unwind with opposite polarities (5 0 /3 0 and 3 0 /5 0 , respectively). When replication stalls, the DNA 5 0 of the G4 structure remains unreplicated and single-stranded and may associate with replication protein A (RPA), which stimulates FANCJ [10] . In contrast, the 3 0 end of the G4 structure may be replicated and therefore duplex or occluded by stalled replication factors and thus unable to provide the single-stranded tail necessary for BLM-mediated unwinding.
G4 DNA can form not only during replication but also upon transcription [16] and may block the progression of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic RNA polymerases [17] . Transcription-induced G4 structures may occur in either DNA or RNA, but they exhibit strand bias and form only in regions with G-rich non-template strands. The factors implicated thus far in G4 DNA repair are closely associated with replication. While these factors may also repair transcription-induced structures, additional, specialized G4 repair pathways may be associated with transcription or the transcription apparatus.
The genomic instability exhibited by dog-1 mutant worms [4] [5] [6] identifies G-rich regions as sequences at risk. This potential instability may explain why tumor suppressor genes -including FANCJ and BLM -are far less G-rich than the genomic average [18] . Nonetheless, there are hundreds of thousands of regions in the human genome with potential to form G4 DNA [19] . Many of these are at conserved positions in critical genes, consistent with positive selection for this feature of genomic structure [18, 20] . G4 helicases provide a repair mechanism essential to overcome the inherent instability of such G-rich regions. Figure 1 . G4 DNA formation and repair at a replication fork. The figure shows G4 DNA formed within the sequence G 3 N 3 G 3 N 2 G 4 N 2 G 5 . G, green; other bases, gray; parallelograms represent G-quartets. Structure formation is illustrated in the lagging strand, which is thought to be more prone to formation of alternative structures because it persists in a denatured state longer than the leading strand. Only a single structure is shown in the figure, but note that three of the guanines in the sequence that are shown outside of the quartets could be included by changing the register of individual G-runs, and thus contribute to structural polymorphism. FANCJ (C. elegans DOG-1) or BLM (C. elegans HIM-6) unwind G4 DNA to allow replication to proceed (left). In C. elegans dog-1 mutants, deletion occurs, with the 3 0 boundary defined by the 3 0 end of the G4 signature motif, and the 5 0 boundary possibly determined by the location of the replication origin (right, dotted gray line indicates the deleted region).
